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Karl Lagerfeld to introduce makeup with L'Oral Paris

Karl Lagerfeld had a great appreciation for makeup, using eye shadow to hand-color his dreamy fashion
illustrations. The late designer was also famous for conceiving entire fashion collections in his sleep up to and
including the beauty look, says WWD.

Click here to read the entire story on Women's Wear Daily

Airbnb now offers exorbitantly expensive home rentals as part of new luxury push

Airbnb is expanding its rental options today to include some of the priciest and most luxurious accommodations on
the planet. The new tier, called Airbnb Luxe, is designed for customers interested in spending more than $1,000 a
night on thoughtfully designed, massive private homes with scenic views and top-of-the-line amenities, says The
Verge.

Click here to read the entire story on The Verge

Burberry sets emissions goals in bid to become carbon neutral

Burberry Group Plc has set targets to cut greenhouse gas emissions in its bid to become carbon neutral in
operational energy use by 2022, says Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire story on Bloomberg

Louis Vuitton educates fans via a new WeChat mini program

Luxury brands continue to explore WeChat's many functions, from ecommerce to loyalty programs to chatbot
possibilities, with the expressed goal to engage with over one billion WeChat users. While many brands create one-
off mini programs for special occasions like Valentine's Day or local exhibitions and events, the luxury powerhouse
Louis Vuitton has built up strategic program to interact with the local consumers on a one-on-one basis, says Jing
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Click here to read the entire story on Jing Daily
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